Texas Tech University
Spring 2019, SASW SOC 1301 Introduction To Sociology Section 7
Instructor: Koch, Jerome (Primary)

There were: 223 possible respondents.
Question Text

SASW Col Sch
Str
Str
Agree Neutral Disagree
Avg Avg Avg Agree
Disagree

N

Avg

1 Course objectives (Koch)

123

4.7

4.5

4.5

4.5

77%

15%

7%

1%

0%

2 Effectiveness (Koch)

123

4.7

4.4

4.3

4.3

80%

11%

7%

2%

0%

3 Valuable learning experience (Koch)

123

4.6

4.3

4.2

4.3

76%

15%

6%

3%

0%

Instructor

Text Responses
Question: Comments instructor or course

Koch

This course was very interesting and I am very happy that I got to take it. The instructor made the class engaging
and presented the material in a fun way. I would highly recommend this course and instructor to any student

Koch

Captivating and interesting. Makes class a fun and enjoyable learning experience.

Koch

Professor Koch is an amazing teacher and his lectures are very interesting. This class ended up being one of my
favorites I have taken

Koch

I consistently walked away from Dr. Koch's lectures with a new perspective on how I view the world and how the
world views me. I also studied MCAT notes while taking this course and A LOT of the material covered is
EXACTLY what I needed to know which is really neat, because I feel that everything that Dr. Koch taught me- he
has TAUGHT me. It's not material that I think will ever leave my head. :) I appreciate this course and I truly
appreciate Dr. Koch.

Koch

Great teacher

Koch

I enjoyed the structure of this class.

Koch

Overall there was no reason why someone should do poorly in the class, Very well set up curriculum, very
interesting content, and a teacher that you can finally relate to or learn life lessons from.

Koch

I loved this class and hearing your commentary on tough topics.

Koch

Kinda gets off topic but is an awesome dude who wants you to succeed.

Koch

great course

Koch

Best class I took this semester! Dr. Koch is the best!

Koch

I liked learning from mr Koch

Koch

This professor is my favorite in my entire school history, great guy.

Koch

AMAZING Professor! So smart and he makes the class easy to understand

Koch

I wish there was homework for this class.

Koch

I really enjoyed this class and I strongly believe it was because I was taught by Dr.Koch. I have learned so much
from my professor and he is a very great teacher.

Koch

Dr. Koch is an outstanding professor and teacher of sociology. His teaching and stories make the class incredibly
enjoyable and I would take this class over and over if I could. Can't say enough good things about Dr. Koch.

Koch

Good teacher who was also engaging. Would take classes with this teacher again.

Koch

Super great instructor who always made class and our course assignments very interesting! Awesome class.

Koch

This was my favorite course I've taken while at Texas Tech. Not specifically the course, but the professor. Dr. Koch
made learning fun and always had me leaving class with a smile. I will truly miss his class.

Koch

Great instructor, gives great examples and really tries hard to give interesting and meaningful lectures. Tests may be
a bit confusing, yet if you study ahead of time then there's no reason why you shouldn't get a good grade.
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Koch

Great class and very enjoyable. Great professor

Koch

I thoroughly enjoyed this class with Professor Koch. He was extremely engaging and fantastic about relating the
concepts to real life.

Koch

Dr. Koch was my favorite professor this semester! Really interesting class and he makes it even more enjoyable.

Koch

He was a great professor and made class fun and interesting to be in!

Koch

A true delight

Koch

Great guy helped put things in perspective.

Koch

loved him

Koch

Dr. Koch is an amazing professor. His course work is very straight forward and as long as you show up for class and
do the outside reading you will be set up for success on his exams. You can tell he loves the material he is covering
and that made his lectures that much better.

Koch

This class is challenging but the instructor teaches the information an effective way, allowing you to be successful
and learn the material.

Koch

Loved the energetic and uplifting attitude every class

Koch

Great lectures! The only comment I have is sometimes his digressions are hard to connect to the material.

Koch

Very understanding and cool Professor, learned a lot from his lectures

Koch

Dr. Koch is awesome! I thoroughly enjoyed his class because he made it entertaining and memorable. I appreciated
that he always took the time to answer everyone's questions and gave us the opportunity to attend exam reviews with
our TA, prior to every exam. Dr. Koch made a lasting impression on me, and I will look back on his lectures fondly.
I plan to take another class with him before my time at Texas Tech ends.

Koch

If there was any choice higher than Strongly Agree, Dr. Koch would be more than deserving of it. Dr. Koch is the
best professor, and among the best teachers I have ever had. I didn't even know what sociology was before taking his
class, and now, after taking it, I love it. That's the true power of a good instructor. He knows this content forward
and backward and levels with his students to make the entire experience a good one. He makes us WANT to be in
class, and his lectures always have takeaways that are important to everyone present. I would love to take another
class with Dr. Koch, and would absolutely suggest him as an instructor to everyone. A HUGE thank you to Dr. Koch
for proving to me that college courses can be interesting and engaging, and for doing magic for us! What an
awesome instructor. Texas Tech is lucky to have you. If you ever want to talk about magic, you already know I'm
more than happy to. You could probably teach me a thing or two about my double lift... Thanks again, and I hope to
see you around campus!

Koch

Great teacher! loved attending class!

Koch

I think he got off topic a lot. What he said in class did not match up to me.

Koch

Dr.Koch is a great professor who is very good at teaching sociology in an applicable way. I learned a lot of valuable
knowledge and would recommend his class

Koch

Very interesting course taught by a very intelligible instructor.

Koch

He did a great job explaining the content and helped make the concepts easier to understand as they got harder.
Overall a great teacher!

Koch

Professor Koch was a great professor and balanced his lectures very well.

Koch

Loved the lectures, enjoyed going to class every week.

Koch

Dr. Koch is an amazing and passionate professor, I actually looked forward to this class.

Koch

Vert interesting professor and course.

Koch

Very interesting class.

Koch

Great Instructor!

Koch

He teaches really in professional way and always gives good examples to understand the topics.

Koch

Very interesting teacher, even though I did not agree with some of his political beliefs he still made them clear and
explained them thoroughly. Had a great time. Made class bearable.
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Koch

I really enjoyed this class because the professor was engaging and truly interested in what he was teaching. It
introduced me to new perspectives and I found many things he talked about intriguing.

Koch

Dr. Koch is passionate about Sociology, and he is by far the best instructor I've had!
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Texas Tech University
Spring 2019, SASW SOC 1301 Introduction To Sociology Section 6
Instructor: Koch, Jerome (Primary)

There were: 157 possible respondents.
Question Text

SASW Col Sch
Str
Str
Agree Neutral Disagree
Avg Avg Avg Agree
Disagree

N

Avg

1 Course objectives (Koch)

100

4.7

4.5

4.5

4.5

73%

22%

5%

0%

0%

2 Effectiveness (Koch)

100

4.6

4.4

4.3

4.3

69%

22%

9%

0%

0%

3 Valuable learning experience (Koch)

100

4.5

4.3

4.2

4.3

67%

17%

13%

1%

2%

Instructor

Text Responses
Question: Comments instructor or course

Koch

genuinely enjoyed having him as a teacher he made the class interesting and was easy to follow. his passion for this
course was inspiring and he gave me a lot of perspective and knowledge outside of just test taking.

Koch

This class gave me new insights into things I would have never considered had I not taken it. I took this class for an
easy A but I left with a better understanding of the world (also an A) and I'm very grateful for that. I would 100%
recommend Dr. Koch and this class to anyone who needs their multicultural elective.

Koch

Outstanding teacher, great material, really opened up my mind. The TA, Ms. Larkin also held fantastic study reviews
to help better our knowledge on the material. thank you both.

Koch

Ease up on the politics not everyone in college is a liberal. I also believe the research and statistics regarding many
of the topics that were covered were biased and skewed in the direction you wanted the results to be.

Koch

Overall a great professor.

Koch

Great Instructor. My favorite class.

Koch

I really loved this course. Dr. Koch was so fun to listen to and was probably one of the first professors I’ve had that
actually enjoyed their job. You could tell he was made to teach

Koch

I am more than honored to have had the privilege of sitting in your class and listening to lectures. They were always
very interesting and insightful. They made me question who I was and consider other ways I should react and be as a
person. You are one of the most humble teachers I have met at Texas Tech, and I will say you are the best one I have
had in my four years here. I enjoy how open to other perspectives you are. So much so, that when I learned you are
an ordained minister, I was and am tempted to ask if you would marry me and my fiancee. Either way, thank you for
an amazing semester and being a wonderful person.

Koch

One of the greatest professors I’ve had in my life, if not the greatest. He makes the Class and lectures very
interesting through good examples and stories . Mr Koch will make you want to go to class. Overall, this is a very
valuable course, and would recommend Mr.Koch to anyone who would take SOC1301

Koch

Awesome teacher. Lectures are very eye opening and impacting. I have actually enjoyed this professor so much.

Koch

He's a great professor and the class is simple and easy to pass

Koch

I really enjoyed this course and the professor. Would recommend again.

Koch

Loved this class and Dr. Koch. He is hands down the best professor that I have had. His teaching style is very
effective and he makes sure we have all the resources we need for every test so we can be prepared.

Koch

Dr. Koch is by far my favorite professor I have ever had. Overall great person, very prepared, and always passionate
about teaching.

Koch

This course gave me a new unique look on society and community, and I loved the professor. He records all of his
lectures which I found extremely helpful.

Koch

tests were hard. Professor Koch often out taught the material in ways I could not understand.
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Koch

Dr.Koch is a very passionate and interesting professor and lecturer. However he is very left leaning, which wouldn't
be bad if he didn't either caricature the right or fail to present their counterarguments at all. He has many opinions
and goes off on tangents on why he is correct, and why the political right are wrong and want whats worse for
society. I do not dislike Dr. Koch, but I disagree with his methods of lecturing.

Koch

Professor Koch's sociology class was overall one of the most interesting courses I have taken, the passion that he
lectures with helps you engage easily in this class. Would take again

Koch

Good

Koch

I enjoyed this class a lot and it made me want to learn more about sociology. I added a minor in sociology after
taking this class because I loved Dr. Koch's way of engaging with his students.

Koch

Great professor

Koch

Hard to understand sometimes, but other than that he made class very interesting. Great teacher even though I
thought the class was very hard.

Koch

The class is nice, and I enjoyed the lectures. However, he tends to digress a lot (and for a long time) and sometimes
doesn't give a clear definition of the vocabulary words/ topics

Koch

I always felt that the tests were a little different from the lecture material, but I loved the class and he is an amazing
teacher.

Koch

I learned a ton, and was able to see the many different perspectives due to this class. I would highly recommend
everyone to take this with Dr. Koch and seek to use this material in practical ways and think more about what's
being taught.

Koch

Dr. Koch focuses on feeding you information you want to take in. Instead of reciting textbook information he gives
you real life examples and stories and you don’t even realize you’re learning all the material as it’s happening. You
can tell he’s passionate. A very nice man as well. 10/10 on his magic tricks

Koch

The lab was good, although a bit unorganized at times.

Koch

Dr.Koch is very entertaining and his lectures were genuinely interesting. He does a good job of finding analogies to
use to better explain different theories and concepts. Overall a good experience for me.

Koch

Koch is the GOAT

Koch

Goes off on a lot of rants so it was hard to follow along at times but was a pretty neutral professor. I tried talking to
him about a missing grade and he was very hard to approach and made me feel like I was asking a dumb question
when in reality I really cared for my grade and wanted to improve it.

Koch

I enjoyed Dr.Koch's teaching style as well as the content of his lectures.

Koch

This class was an overall struggle for me to say the least. It wasn't due to how difficult the course was, but had
everything to do with how opinionated the professor is. I believe everyone is entitled to their own opinions, but I
don't think I should dread going to class because I know the professor is going to say something about the opinions I
have. He is biased and includes articles that correlate with his own beliefs.

Koch

You can tell he enjoys what he’s teaching and is very knowledgeable about sociology. He always seems in a good
mood and enjoys being interactive with the class. Enjoyed him very much as my professor and learned a lot.

Koch

10/10 he keeps lectures fun

Koch

Sociology is just common sense. I just needed the credit.

Koch

Great professor

Koch

Best professor I have had at Texas Tech. This man kept the class into his lectures by telling jokes and doing mind
blowing card tricks 10/10 would take again.

Koch

Great professor

Koch

Great teacher and interesting topics

Koch

This is by far my favorite class I’ve taken. Professor Koch is an outstanding professor and always brought so much
to class each day. He makes the classroom a very friendly and enjoyable learning environment as well as making
many resources available to us outside of class to help us understand material for exams. I would highly recommend
taking this course, purely if taught by Professor Koch, and I hope to take one of his classes again.

Koch

I really enjoyed this class it gave me a new perspective on life and how people think.
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Koch

I had a somewhat difficult time trying to comprehend how the questions were related to the topic, I didn't know how
to study.

Koch

My favorite professor I have ever had.
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